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ABSTRACT

KEY WORDS

Introduction

P
re-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD)

is one of a number of new reproductive/

genetics technologies which have emerged

since IVF became widely available. While new

reproductive technologies in general have been

the subject of sustained sociological interest, PGD

initially attracted the attention of scholars from

disciplinary backgrounds as diverse as

anthropology, ethics, law and government. This

is despite PGD acting as a locus for a number of

key sociological concerns. In addition to the

ontological and epistemological concerns

associated with technologies such as IVF and

prenatal testing, PGD as a pre-implantation

genetic technology intersects with these concerns

to offer distinct avenues for sociological

exploration. Recently, sociologists have begun
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this task, with preliminary investigations focusing

on the role and impact of expert actors such as

geneticists and medical practitioners; on the ways

individuals understand and experience their

participation in PGD; and on the way PGD is

constructed in the media.

What is PGD?
Pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is a

human reproductive technology in which human

embryos in vitro are genetically screened (via cell

biopsy) prior to selection and transfer to the

womb (Bickerstaff et al. 2001; Braude et al.

2002). PGD can be used for sex selection (for

social or medical reasons), to improve IVF success

rates and screen embryos for chromosomal

abnormalities and inherited genetic diseases

(Robertson 2003). It can also be used to screen

embryos in order to produce a child who is a

tissue match (and donor) for an existing child

(Bellamy 2005; Gavaghan 2003). Recent

indications suggest PGD may soon be used to

screen for susceptibility to adult-onset illnesses

such as cancer and Alzheimer’s disease
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(Robertson 2003:213; Zeiler 2004:177). PGD

differs from other forms of prenatal testing

because it takes place prior to implantation of

the embryo in the womb thus avoiding

termination of pregnancy (Cameron and

Williamson 2003).

PGD has become the subject of public debate

in Australia and overseas. As Robertson

(2003:213) states, ‘PGD is ethically controversial

because it involves the screening and likely

destruction of embryos, and the selection of

offspring on the basis of expected traits’. What

makes PGD sociologically interesting is the ways

these ethical concerns intersect with contemporary

social ideas about choice, autonomy, risk and

responsibility. Drawing on the work of Bunton

and Petersen (2005; Petersen 2006), I argue the

concepts of ethics and ethical risk are being drawn

upon to justify the deployment of social judgements

in the context of PGD.

Perspectives on PGD
A review of the non-sociological literature dealing

with PGD reveals a preoccupation with risk. Risk

in this context is framed primarily in terms of an

ethical concern with the rights of the individual.

Thus PGD is framed as a potential risk to

individual rights. Some of these discussions have

canvassed the ontological status of the pre-

implantation embryo (Krones et al. 2006;

Polkinghorne 2004), while others have explored

the contradictions inherent in a rights discourse

in which the rights of the parent, the rights of

the (putative) child, and the rights of the broader

community may be seen as incompatible (Brock

2005; Parker 2000; Watt 2004; Zeiler 2004).

Petersen (2005) explores the implications of PGD

for the future of individuals living with disabilities,

as expressed in the ‘slippery slope’ argument.

Clinicians Cameron and Williamson (2003) have

debated the ethical distinction between PGD and

abortion. They concluded that overall PGD is

ethically preferable, arguing the choice between

an affected and unaffected embryo is ethically

neutral; PGD is both less invasive for the woman,

and avoids disrupting the relationship between

mother and embryo; and is ethically preferable

because rather than actively ‘killing’ a foetus, in

PGD embryos are ‘allowed to die’ (Cameron and

Williamson 2003).

A particularly spirited debate centres on the

use of PGD to select embryos for so called ‘non-

medical traits’. Such discussions have addressed

PGD tests which are currently available for sex

selection (Jones 2001; Reame 2001; Rhodes

2001; Robertson 2001, 2003; Scully et al.

2006), and hypothetical scenarios such as PGD

screening for homosexuality or musical talent,

for which tests are not currently available

(Ashcroft 2003; Rixecker 2002; Savulescu

2001). Theologians concerned with the ethics

of PGD have discussed both sex-selection

(Habgood 2003) and tissue-matching (Bellamy

2005) from a Christian philosophical perspective.

Ethical risk is also associated with decisions

surrounding the use of PGD to produce a tissue-

matched sibling (Gavaghan 2003).

Sociological perspectives on
(ethical) risk and PGD
Sociology is well-placed to interrogate how the

concept of risk is used in contemporary society.

Beck (1992) and Giddens (1990, 1991) have

written extensively on the significance of risk in

reflexive/late modernity. Lupton (1999:104)

states that according to Beck’s ‘risk society’ thesis,

‘reflexive awareness and concern about risk

pervades modern sensibilities’. She argues a

Foucauldian governmentality approach reveals

this pervasive sense of risk and contributes to

the conceptualisation of the ‘autonomous, self-

regulating moral agent’ who, apparently without

coercion, behaves according to broadly accepted

risk positions (Lupton 1999:104, 105-113). Kerr

and Cunningham-Burley (2000) have also drawn

on Beck and Giddens to theorise the position of

the new human genetics in contemporary society.

They argue the new human genetics are highly

characteristic of reflexive modernity and the

rhetoric of risk (Kerr and Cunningham-Burley

2000:284). Their analysis suggests the practices

of the new human genetics, book-ended as they

are by notions of autonomous choice on the one

hand, and individual responsibility on the other,

represent the embodiment of the often

contradictory conditions of reflexive modernity
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(Kerr and Cunningham-Burley 2000:284-286).

While Kerr and Cunningham-Burley (2000:296-

298) raise concerns about the potential eugenicist

implications of the new human genetics, they

also point out that sociology has the potential to

disrupt the dominant discourses of risk,

responsibility and choice which underpin such

concerns.

Concern with eugenic risk is also apparent in

a monograph about PGD entitled The Future of

Human Nature (Habermas 2003). Habermas

argues PGD undermines our basic humanity and

has far-reaching implications for the

instrumentalisation of human life. As reviewers

have pointed out, Habermas’ perspective reflects

the total prohibition of PGD in Germany with its

associations with Nazi eugenics programs

(Domingues 2004; Kavoulaksos 2004; Scambler

2005). While Habermas’ disciplinary origins are

in sociology, this contribution offers little

explication for the place of PGD in social relations

and behaviour. Habermas’ position is echoed in

that of popular futurist Fukuyama (2003:7) who

argues ‘the most significant threat posed by

contemporary biotechnology is the possibility that

it will alter human nature and thereby move us

into a ‘posthuman’ stage of history’. Franklin and

Roberts (2006:32-39) argue these fears result

from muddied thinking about the concept of

‘human nature’ as well as an inability to

distinguish between the desire of parents to

provide the best possible start for their children

and the design of children in and of itself.

An alternative perspective on PGD is proposed

by Foucauldian sociologists. Rose (2005:7)

argues the ‘troubled discourse’ of writers such as

Habermas and Fukuyama is built upon a dystopic

interpretation of ‘overstated claims’ about a dire

future. In contrast, Rose (2005:12) draws on

Rapp (1999) to label PGD participants as ‘ethical

pioneers’ and lauds them for engaging with a

complex array of social, technical, ethical and

practical demands. Petersen (2006:488) agrees,

arguing for individuals facing decisions about

PGD, ‘issues of identity, risk and responsibility

for others are likely to take on heightened

significance’. Petersen (2006:495) argues

perspectives drawing on an ethical framework

are inherently unable to make sense of the

complex and distinctive questions associated with

PGD and other forms of human genetic

technology, while sociology as a critical discipline

is able to offer a more sophisticated examination

of both the ‘normative and social justice

implications’ attached to these processes.

Bunton and Petersen (2005) suggest the work

of Foucault offers a number of analytical

techniques and conceptual tools for

understanding the ways that PGD (amongst other

genetics technologies) embodies contemporary

surveillance and risk discourses. In particular they

argue Foucault’s governmentality thesis provides

a framework for understanding PGD in terms of

neoliberal rationality and governance regimes

(Bunton and Petersen 2005). They claim this

approach allows for a more critical exploration

of questions ‘often left unexplored by recent

research on ethical, legal and social issues’

associated with PGD and other new human

genetics technologies (2005:2). Thus Bunton and

Petersen (2005:9) propose a sociological

scholarship of the new human genetics

technologies which unpacks what they describe

as ‘the intimate relationship between ethical

considerations and governance’. Bunton and

Petersen (2005) draw on Foucault’s concepts of

biopower and governmentality to argue concerns

about the ethics of genetics which are enacted at

the individual level are linked to neoliberal

discourses of risk and responsibility operating at

a population level.

A number of scholars, some from outside

sociology, have offered a response to Bunton and

Petersen. They have explored the social

construction of ethics and ethical concerns about

genetics (Jallinoja 2005; Helen 2005); genetic

screening as a form of population governance

(Poutanen 2005); genetic testing as an

embodiment of risk and responsibility discourses

(Polzer 2005; Lemke 2005); genetic surveillance

and the gendered body (Ettore 2005); notions of

choice in genetic testing and how these notions

are applied to individuals living with disabilities

(Ward 2005); socio-economic status and access

to genetics technologies (Kelly 2005); genetic

essentialism (Willis 2005; Herbert 2005); and
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regulatory aspects of genetics (Gottweis 2005).

While none of these studies specifically investigated

PGD, each of these aspects of genetics is relevant

to the sociological study of PGD. These scholars

explore the ways neoliberal ideas about choice,

responsibility, risk and autonomy are both

reinforced and confounded in the context of new

human genetics technologies.

Access to PGD
Further to these concerns, Petersen (2006:495)

has called for sociologists to focus on ‘the question

of who benefits and who is disadvantaged by the

use of particular technologies’. I argue we should

also be asking who has access to PGD and who

controls access to PGD. If PGD can be

conceptualised as a responsible choice made by

autonomous individuals in the context of genetic

risk, then regulation of access and the socially

determined basis for decisions about access

become key considerations.

Some sociologists are already partially

exploring these questions, by focussing, for

example, on the role of experts as gatekeepers

to the technology. Pilnick (2002) offers some

insight into the way the genetic counselling

agenda is not only controlled by the counsellor

in the role of expert, but also by other family

members who become additional clients, and who

may or may not have the same interests as the

primary client. These findings echo

anthropological work suggesting the new human

genetics serves to reverse the contemporary

tendency towards families of choice and

(re)positions individuals firmly into their biological

family (Finkler et al. 2003; Rapp et al. 2001).

These findings were also confirmed in a study of

PGD ‘experts’ from four different European

countries (Ettore 1999). Ettore found expert

participants used normative judgements to shape

ostensibly neutral clinical decisions and indeed

the whole direction of treatment available to both

individuals and families. Experts mobilised

‘stories’ about families in order to make sense of

the complicated and often lengthy process of

assembling genetic information, drawing on a

range of ideological strategies for justifying this

approach. These strategies ranged from

adherence to a strict separation of the science of

genetics from the social context in which it is

enacted, to a countervailing adherence to the

conventions of bioethical practice which is seen

to act as a kind of moral safety net for workers

engaged in (what they regard as) ethically

challenging practices.

The role played by experts deploying normative

and social judgement strategies is clearly articulated

in a study of expert workers in PGD clinics in

England (Ehrich et al. 2006). PGD clinics in

England are located in a regulatory environment

explicitly requiring potential participants in PGD

to be screened with a view to ‘the welfare of the

child’. This assessment process weighs a variety

of social, economic, and medical factors and

involves investigations with participants’ general

practitioners and with relevant social welfare

authorities. The findings of this study suggest this

regulatory regime legitimates and gives authority

to social judgements made in the PGD clinic.

Writers have focussed on the ‘welfare of the child’

concept and the ethical dilemma this poses in

relation to the potential for children to be born

with a disability (Lavery 2004; Shakespeare 1998).

The concept of the ‘welfare of the child’ remains

only partially explored and raises a number of

questions for sociologists. How is the ‘welfare of

the child’ currently defined in law and in practice?

What are the social justice implications of these

definitions? What evidence is there that the focus

on the ‘welfare of the child’ produces better

outcomes for children conceived as a result of

PGD?

What is absent in sociological discussions

about access to PGD is a clear articulation of

exactly who does not have access to PGD and

why that might be so. For example, in Franklin

and Roberts’ (2006) extensive ethnography, a

sample consisting of 23 apparently heterosexual,

coupled, individuals are interviewed about their

participation in PGD. The apparent absence of

individuals or couples who do not fit into this

hetero-normative model is significant and yet

unaddressed. It is unclear whether this absence

is because single women and non-heterosexual

couples are specifical ly prohibited from

participation in PGD, or if some other barrier to
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access is in place (or perhaps they were simply

absent from this sample). This absence is all the

more significant given Franklin and Roberts’

(2006:19) clear approbation for the relevant

regulatory authority (the Human Fertilisation and

Embryology Authority) and what they claim is its

‘sociological thinking’ approach to regulating

PGD. Franklin and Roberts (2006:135) point out

the clinic in which they conducted their research

has an approximately 50% attrition rate following

initial consultation, a phenomena which is entirely

unexplored in this work or elsewhere. This again

emphasises the need to explore the question of

access in more detail and with a view to a more

complete understanding of both manifest and

latent barriers to participation.

PGD as parental responsibility
Chen and Schiffman (2000) interviewed

individuals living with a variety of physical

disabilities and found participants did not view

prenatal screening as eugenicist. Participants

understood prenatal genetic screening as a tool

to allow them to exercise parental responsibility

by avoiding passing on genetic disease to their

children (Chen and Schiffman 2000). These

findings are consistent with those of Roberts and

Franklin (2004; Franklin and Roberts 2006).

They found PGD consumers view the idea that

undergoing PGD is a ‘choice’ with ambivalence.

Participants who undertook PGD in order to

prevent the conception of a child who will

experience a severe or fatal illness argued

passionately that in this context PGD is not a

‘choice’ but a ‘necessity’ (Roberts and Franklin

2004:288). The decision to undertake PGD is

made knowing it excludes participants from

pursuing alternative pathways to parenthood (in

Britain, as in Australia, prospective adoptive

parents are precluded from participation in

assisted reproductive technology) and the

attendant disruption to other life course processes

such as pursuit of a demanding career (Roberts

and Franklin 2004:290-291). Roberts and

Franklin (2004:288-289; 2006:107-131)

highlight the complex decision-making processes

undertaken by PGD consumers and the way in

which participants frame these processes in terms

of parental responsibility.

PGD in the media
In light of these findings it is unsurprising

participants expressed anger and resentment

towards media depictions of PGD which rely on

the ‘designer baby’ trope (Roberts and Franklin

2004:289). Gilding (2002:7) argues what he calls

‘genetic engineering’ is likely to become so

ubiquitous that the expression ‘designer babies’

will become passé. A number of studies have

explored representations of human genetics in

the print news media. Prominent amongst these

has been the work of Peter Conrad. Conrad

(1997:142) uses a social constructionist approach

to demonstrate that genetic explanations for

social problems are gaining currency due to their

apparent ability to simplify complex issues:

‘identifying specific genes seems so much neater

than complex, messy, epidemiological and social

analyses’. Conrad (1997:150) argues when

genetic explanations are combined with the

media’s tendency to oversimplify complex issues,

the result is genetics becomes privileged in the

public discourse about social problems. Conrad

(1997:150) suggests this process could see

sociology marginalised by other disciplines in

discussions of social problems, and there is some

evidence of this in the way relatively

unsophisticated notions of ethics and risk have

been deployed by disciplines other than sociology

in debates about PGD.

Conrad pioneered the sociological study of

PGD in the media, exploring three media debates

about the potential application of PGD:

alcoholism (Conrad and Weinberg 1996, 1997),

homosexuality (1997), and ‘race’ and intelligence

(1997). Since then, several studies have identified

the use of metaphor as a key element in news

reporting of human genetics (Condit 1999;

Petersen 2001; Nerlich et al. 2003; Knudsen

2005; Petersen et al. 2005). While most of these

studies used discourse and content analysis to

identify discursive strategies such as metaphor

(Petersen 2001; Nerlich et al. 2003; Petersen

et al. 2005), Condit (1999:171-172) conducted

a study in which participants were exposed to
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news articles containing different metaphors (the

‘lottery’ and ‘blueprint’ metaphors). The findings

from this study suggest while the use of different

metaphors results in differing interpretations by

readers, readers’ overall interpretations rely on

the ‘broader ideologies’’ within which metaphors

are located (Condit 1999:175). Condit

(1999:176) argues her findings suggest future

studies should explore the ways different subject

positions are produced (and privileged) within

media debates about human genetics and how

this shapes the overall discourse. In this way,

Condit (1999:178) moves beyond Conrad’s

findings about genetic reductionism to expand

sociology’s task and to remind us ‘the lay public

is not the dupe of anyone – not the media nor

scientists nor politicians’.

Content and discourse analyses of print news

media such as those of Petersen (2001), Nerlich

et al. (2003), and Petersen et al. (2005), provide

evidence of the way the media can be seen to

construct the public debate surrounding human

genetics. Lay resistance to this process, as

highlighted by Condit (1999:178), is evident in

letters to the editor in which the writers

demonstrate a range of attitudes towards PGD

differing from the broadly dystopic or negative

positions contained in the news stories to which

they are responding (Petersen et al. 2005:349).

These studies are important in providing an

empirical foundation for future research which

needs to explore beyond how human genetics is

produced in the news media, to find out why it is

produced in that way, and by whom it is produced.

Future directions for the
sociology of PGD
Media and scientific discourses surrounding the

broader human genetics project have been mostly

positive (Petersen 2006:482). There are high

expectations within the community that genetic

innovations will revolutionise both preventative

health care and medical treatment (Petersen

2006:482). Petersen (2006:485) has argued the

popularity of genetic discourses is linked to

dominant neoliberal discourses such as those

associated with individualism and responsibility.

It is telling that PGD differs from the broader

human genetics discourse in that both media and

initial scholarly engagement have been

characterised by mostly negative perspectives

such as those expressed in the ‘designer baby’

and ‘slippery slope’ arguments. In my view, what

distinguishes PGD from other human genetics

technologies is that it is also a reproductive

technology. That is, it can be seen as analogous

with other gendered technologies such as IVF,

which have been shown to generate a host of

responses masking a broader concern with

controlling women’s reproductive agency and

autonomy. As Petersen (2006:488) points out,

women take primary responsibility for controlling

genetic risk within their families and may engage

with technologies such as PGD in response to

this imperative. In the same way women are

subject to discourses which are drawn upon to

define who deserves access to IVF (Smith 2003),

I argue women who engage with PGD are subject

to social judgements which are justified by an

ethical concern with risk. This is seen (for

example) in discussions about ‘designer babies’

which raise the spectre of commodification of

children, regardless of evidence showing

individuals engage in PGD in order to prevent

their children being born with a fatal or severe

illness (as opposed to wanting a child with blonde

hair or musical aptitude). The sociological

perspective which revealed the gendered

ideologies at work in IVF (Albury 1999) is well-

placed to explore the meanings and patterns of

behaviour associated with PGD. Sociology is a

critical discipline which seeks to interrogate the

taken-for-granted assumptions informing

behaviour. A sociological approach to PGD can

therefore be readily contrasted with approaches

which rely on these same assumptions.

Within the existing sociological literature

regarding PGD can be seen both a direction for

future studies and some gaps which remain to be

addressed. Many of the studies discussed here are

concerned with discourses such as risk,

responsibility, choice, and autonomy. Not only do

these concerns represent a contemporary

preoccupation on the part of individuals living under

conditions of neoliberalism, they also provide a link

to the Foucauldian research framework within which
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future investigations may be situated. A Foucauldian

perspective aims to reveal the underlying ideologies

at work in patterns of social relations and who

benefits from these configurations. Such a

perspective therefore provides the researcher with

an opportunity to destabilise some of the ideas and

practices evident in PGD and allows for multiple

understandings of these.

A number of areas remain unexplored or only

partially articulated in the existing sociological

literature on PGD. As discussed earlier, issues

relating to access need further sociological

exploration. We do not know how regulatory and

policy regimes explicitly shape decisions about

PGD from the point of view of the PGD

consumer. Another potential area of future study

includes investigations into where and how PGD

participants obtain their understanding of PGD,

and how this information is transformed into

meaning and action. In less than a decade,

researchers will be able to interview individuals

conceived as a result of PGD.

Conclusion
I have canvassed contributions from sources

drawing on anthropological, clinical, ethical and

legal disciplinary perspectives. This literature

reveals a preoccupation with rights: the rights

of the parent, of the unborn, and of society.

This concern with rights has been framed within

an ethical discourse of risk. Some writers have

also pointed to issues relating to responsibility,

that is, PGD as an exercise in parental

responsibility. This is a direction which has

attracted sociological interest, with sociologists

working within a number of dif ferent

methodological approaches finding PGD

consumers engage with a confronting array of

issues and challenges in order to prevent their

children being born with a severe or fatal illness.

There is evidence the lay public also understands

PGD to be a more complex issue than suggested

by ‘designer baby’ headlines and dystopic

predictions. A Foucauldian perspective has been

proposed as a framework for exploring these

diverse positions. Such a framework has been

used to understand how discourses of risk and

responsibility mediate action and meaning in

the new human genetics generally. I have

proposed a number of avenues for further

sociological research. While sociology was

relatively late to engage with PGD, it offers much

potential to provide a critical perspective on this

novel and confronting technology.
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